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Preliminary Consultation 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT 
 
Address: 11307 Mountain View Road  Meeting Date: 10/10/2018 
 
Resource: Purdum Locational Atlas Historic District (#10-24) Report Date: 10/3/2018 
  
   
Applicant:  Pleasant Grove Community Church Public Notice: 9/26/2018 
 (Rev. Lawrence Bryant, Agent) 
     
Review: Preliminary Consultation Staff:  Rebeccah Ballo, Brian Crane  
 
PROPOSAL: Building Demolition, new building construction, associated hardscape construction and 
site grading. 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION  
 
Staff recommends that the applicant make any revisions based on the HPC’s recommendations and 
return for a Historic Area Work Permit.   
 
ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

 
SIGNIFICANCE: Purdum Locational Atlas Historic District (#10-24) 
STYLE: Rural Vernacular 
DATE: c.1800-1900 
 
Purdum is significant as representative of the rural communities that sprang up amidst the 
Damascus farmlands during the late nineteenth-early twentieth centuries. This was a collection 
of tobacco farms during the nineteenth century. The early community includes a school and 
church, but no commercial enterprises until close to the turn of the twentieth century. The 
Purdum Locational Atlas Historic District consists of a collection of rural vernacular structures 
typical of those built in rural Montgomery County during this time period including Victorian 
influenced farm houses, agricultural buildings, bungalow style houses, and small community 
churches with associated graveyards.  
 
11307 Mountain View Road was surveyed as part of the 1976 Locational Atlas Historic District 
MIHP form. The survey notes only that it is an “older home which has been extensively 
remodeled. The present structure, covered with siding and with two added side wings, now has 
the appearance of a modern, traditional style home. Only the two brick, older looking center 
chimneys suggest its possible age.” Historic Preservation staff conducted reconnaissance level 
field surveys in 2015 and again in 2017 as part of the background research for a preliminary plan 
of subdivision for this property. Staff concurred with the original survey assessment that this was 
a vernacular farmhouse dating to the first half of the twentieth century, with no additional 
architectural or historical significance noted. There is also a small gambrel roofed 
garage/outbuilding with two enclosed, side flanking bays, located to the rear of the house. This 
outbuilding appears to date to the mid-late twentieth century and is of no particular significance 
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individually, nor does it add significance to the historic district.  
 
The adjacent property (owned by the applicant) contains the Pleasant Grove Community church 
and cemetery. This historically African American congregation and church have worshipped at 
this site since the late 1860s. The church graveyard is located to the west of the existing church, 
on a shallow hillside, with a ridgeline at the western boundary. The subject parcel, and related 
new construction, would be located just to the west of the cemetery, on the western side of the 
ridge.  

  
Figure 1: 11307 Mountain View Road is located in the center of the Purdum LA District, adjacent to Pleasant Grove Community 
Church. 

 

 
Figure 2: 11307 Mountain View Road aerial view of the parcel. Pleasant Grove Church is adjacent.  
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PROPOSAL 
This proposal has come in for review under a condition of the approved Preliminary Plan of 
Subdivision No.120130160 dated April 20, 2017. The adjacent Pleasant Grove Community 
Church has purchased the property and has proposed to demolish the house and outbuilding, and 
construct a new church on this parcel. The project requires Site Plan review in addition to the 
approved Preliminary Plan due to the Rural Village Overlay Zone on the parcel. The parcel is 
also located on Mountain View Road, a designated Rustic Road, with an existing 50’ wide right 
of way and a pavement width of approximately 20’.  Since Mountain View Road is classified as 
a rustic road, the proposed access has been reviewed by the Rustic Roads Advisory Committee in 
addition to MCDOT, and M-NCPPC Staff. The Preliminary Plan from 2017 allowed for the 
construction of   a 200 seat, 8,600 square foot religious institution on this site. All other Master 
Plan, Rustic Roads, and Zoning requirements are being met through the Site Plan review process.  
 
 
APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 
 
When applications for permits for historic resources on the Locational Atlas are submitted, the application 
must be reviewed under the procedures in Section 24A-7 (Historic Area Work Permits) of Chapter 24A, if 
the Locational Atlas resource is not being considered either for consideration as a Master Plan District or 
for removal from the Locational Atlas. This applicant is seeking review under Section 24A-7 and has 
been conditioned to seek this review by the previously approved Preliminary Plan No.120130160.  
 
Proposed alterations to Locational Atlas Historic District are reviewed under Montgomery County Code 
Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A) and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (Standards).  
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property through 
repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features, which convey its historical, 
cultural, or architectural values.  
 
 
Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 

 
(b) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to 

such conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and 
requirements of this chapter, if it finds that: 
(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or 

historic resource within an historic district; or 
(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological, 

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an 
historic resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the 
achievement of the purposes of this chapter; or           

(3) The proposal would enhance or aid in the protection, preservation and public or 
private utilization of the historic site or historic resource located within an historic 
district in a manner compatible with the historical, archeological, architectural or 
cultural value of the historic site or historic district in which an historic resource is 
located; or 

(4) The proposal is necessary in order that unsafe conditions or health hazards be 
remedied; or 
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(5) The proposal is necessary in order that the owner of the subject property not be 
deprived of reasonable use of the property or suffer undue hardship. 

 
Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of 
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be 
avoided. 

8.   Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must 
be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken. 

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic 
materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old 
and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect 
the historic integrity of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a 
manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

STAFF DISCUSSION 

In the Preliminary Plan No.120130160 staff report dated April 20, 2017, Historic Preservation 
staff made the following suggestions concerning design of the new construction: 
 

• To achieve compatibility with the characteristics of this rural and linear historic district, 
Historic Preservation Staff recommends at the time of Site Plan, that hardscaped areas 
and parking surfaces be paved with tinted, exposed aggregate paving or permeable 
materials and that the church’s primary façade be oriented towards the street. 

 
Additional comments were provided by Planning staff regarding appropriate setbacks and 
compatibility with the adjacent Rustic Road and with the Village Overlay Zone, as follows: 
 

• This Master Plan recommends, “using a modified version of the Rural Village Overlay 
Zone to provide a mixed-use zone approach appropriate for rural communities to protect 
villages that may become subject to potential development pressures. The Rural Village 
Overlay Zone is designed to create attractive, cohesive, and pedestrian-friendly rural 
village centers and prohibits land uses otherwise allowed in the underlying zone that 
would be inappropriate in rural villages. Amendments to this zone are proposed to 
prohibit additional uses that would be inappropriate in these villages, allow certain uses 
only by special exception, and allow the Montgomery County Planning Board to modify 
setback and green area requirements if necessary to better replicate existing development 
patterns. The purpose of this zoning is to maintain the existing scale of development. 
New development should be consistent with the historical character and community 
lifestyles” (p.40). The Master Plan also provides additional guidance for development 
within the Rural Village Overlay Zone (p.41). Much of the guidance in the Master Plan 
regarding the Rural Village Overlay zone is intended for commercial development which 
does not apply to this Application.    
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• The Damascus Master Plan states that residents in the Rural Village Communities “often 
have historical ties to their communities. These communities feature local institutions like 
post offices, retail stores, or churches.”  The Pleasant Grove Community Church 
congregation has been part of Purdum since 1869. The new church will accommodate the 
expansion of the congregation and continued connection to the community in the same 
general location. The scale and size of the proposed building, with only 200 seats, are 
compatible with the surrounding rural community.   
 

• The Preliminary Plan conforms to Master Plan recommendations on compatibility with 
the surrounding community. Those recommendations were specifically taken into 
consideration when determining the building’s location, and parking lot design. The 
building is setback 81 feet from Mountain View Road, which provides a large, open, 
green area between the building and road. The green area provides ample area for 
landscaping and limits the visual impact of the building from the rustic road. Most of the 
parking for the church is behind the building, which limits visibility from the road. Only 
a single row of parking is proposed along the west side of the building and landscaping 
along the frontage will screen the parking from Mountain View Road. Building massing 
and architecture was not reviewed as part of the Preliminary Plan, but based on the 
footprint of the building, parking lot design, and improvements shown on the Preliminary 
Plan, the Application conforms to the recommendations of the Master Plan. 

 
 
Demolition 
 
Staff does not have issues with the proposed demolition of the house and outbuilding at 11307 
Mountain View Road. Research of primary source materials including maps, a limited title 
search, and a field survey do not indicate that this house is of any particular or noteworthy 
significance to the Purdum Historic District. It is not historically associated with the adjacent 
Pleasant Grove Community church or the historically African American congregation. The 
demolition of these structures will not negatively impact the district, and should be approved 
with conditions on documentation and salvage.  
 
New Construction 
 
The applicant is proposing to construct a new religious assembly building on this parcel. The 
new building would have a footprint of approximately 8,500 square feet, and would measure 
33.5’ tall at the ridgeline of the gable over the main sanctuary space. The sanctuary is proposed 
as a three-bay structure, with a brick-faced watertable, pronounced brick faced center bay with 
quoining and a returned cornice at the eaveline. Further material details and specifications are 
not available at the time, but can be reviewed at the HAWP stage. A small, side addition, 
measuring approximately 12’ high at the ridgeline is proposed to the west of the sanctuary space. 
The new building is set back approximately 75’ from the rustic road. The new structure has two 
associated parking lots, one for handicapped accessibility and loading to the west, and an 
additional lot to the north. The western and northern portions of the property will contain the 
proposed septic field.  
 
A small path is proposed to connect the new church with the existing historic sanctuary to the 
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east. The path would be handicapped accessible, with handrails, to allow parishioners access to 
both buildings without needing to traverse either the hillside containing the historic graveyard, or 
the road. The path would be located outside the known boundaries of the historic cemetery.  

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff finds that both the proposal for demolition and new construction are largely compatible 
with the historic district. The size, scale, and massing of the new church are modest for a modern 
building. The proposed location of the church—well back from the rustic road, and over the 
small ridgeline at the rear of the historic cemetery—will mitigate any potential disruption to the 
viewshed or historic setting. The parking lots are proposed to be sited almost entirely at the rear 
of the property, where they will not be visible from other locations within the historic district. 
The new building will buffer the majority of potential disruptions to the viewshed of the historic 
cemetery. The small number of handicapped spaces adjacent to the side elevation of the church 
are also placed at least 60’ back from the road, and will not have an adverse impact on the 
viewshed of the historic district.  
 
The architecture of the church itself fits well within the rural, vernacular character of the Purdum 
historic district. The spare use of siding, with select elevation and details in brick, the use of 
simplified Roman-arched window openings, and other details with the cornice, cornerboards, and 
quoins, add visual interest without ostentation. The new building will complement its immediate 
neighbors, and will not adversely affect the rural nature of this district.  
 
Considerations should be given to the potential for adverse effects to the adjacent historic 
cemetery. Historic Preservation staff recommend that the following to help protect the cemetery 
during ground disturbance and construction: 
 

• The cemetery should be staked at the known corners, and snow fencing should be 
installed prior to ground disturbance and maintained until issuance of a Certificate of 
Occupancy for the new building; 

• Limits of disturbance should be broadly shown for the new path to accommodate for the 
potential that unanticipated finds of grave shafts during construction may necessitate that 
the path be shifted to avoid disturbing human remains; 

• The limits of disturbance for the path within the present church lot or within 50 feet of 
the lot line should be investigated by by a qualified archaeologist according to a workplan 
approved by Historic Preservation staff to verify that no unmarked graves are present, or 
other significant archaeological features associated with the early church community; 

• If any unanticipated finds are discovered while constructing the path, work should cease 
until the site can be evaluated by Historic Preservation staff; 

• New tree plantings should be placed far enough away from known burials so that the root 
systems will not displace grave markers or damage graves. 

 
Staff would also recommend the following conditions for the site: 

• Prior to demolition of the house and garage, historic preservation staff should be allowed 
full access to both properties to document the buildings, and to create a list of salvageable 
architectural materials; 

• The applicant should work to make these items available for salvage or donation to a 
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charitable organization, prior to the issuance of demolition permits for the property.  
• The applicant should review the lighting plan with historic preservation staff and the 

HPC to ensure that light levels are adequate without impacting the rural character of the 
district.  

 
Staff recommends the applicant make revisions based on the guidance and feedback provided by 
the HPC and staff and return for a second preliminary consultation or HAWP as recommend. 
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